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Abstract 
When considering a BI solution to meet the needs of the enterprise, one must go beyond reporting. The 

solution will dictate the speed and accuracy of the market response and the confidence of the management 

team. The limitations of a reporting package will constrain the enterprise and delay decisions. If the business 

wishes to understand results, it is imperative that it have the tools to filter, sort and analyze information and 

to effectively manage the business. BI tools ensure a unified view of results for presentation and reporting 

Most importantly, proprietary BI solutions provide the information users need to make critical decisions and 

take decisive action. 
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Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools 

 
Reporting is the life blood of every organization. It is only through the compilation of data and 

information and the analysis of this data that we truly understand the results we have achieved in 

business, how well we are addressing the market and the competition, whether our pricing is 

enticing customers to buy our products and services and whether we are optimizing our resources 

and organization to the best of our ability.  

 

As the business enterprise and the competitive landscape become more complex, the need for up-

to-date, concise and accurate information is greater than ever! Executives, managers, staff, sales, 

marketing, customer service, purchasing, production, operations, manufacturing and all other 

functions need information. Every team member needs to understand her/his role and function in 

the organization and how the tasks they perform can help the business to succeed. Every team 

member needs to monitor results and quickly and effectively address issues as they arise – before 

they become critical problems.  

 

Reporting software and reporting modules contained within packaged applications are often the 

default solution for enterprise information and reporting of results. However, these solutions can 

only provide one component of the total enterprise requirement for information and current, 

accurate data. Business users must weigh the advantages of these packages against the need to 

customize each report format and compilation and define requirements for a reporting analyst or IT 

specialist to design, develop and test the custom report before delivering the final version to the 

user. The time and effort and expense involved in this process can be prohibitive and can delay 

critical business decisions.  

 

What every enterprise needs is immediate access to information at all levels within and outside the 

organization in a scalable, affordable, secured business intelligence environment. Integrating 

Business Intelligence functionality into the solution environment within the organization allows the 

enterprise to combine reporting, analysis and data from disparate applications, systems, and data 

bases to transform an overwhelming volume of diverse data into a concise, intuitive analytical 

environment where users can filter, sort and present information for action. 
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A Side-by-Side Comparison of Reporting Tools vs. Business 

Intelligence 
 

Functional Perspective 
 Reporting Tools Business Intelligence Suite 

Performance 

Management 

Reporting tools provide updated information 

consistently and securely via the web or 

integrated reporting within enterprise 

applications and help to manage operational 

business processes. 

 

Reporting tools do not satisfy the 

requirement for performance management. 

Business Intelligence solutions include 

superior and comprehensive performance 

management features for planning, 

querying, analysis, reporting, and strategic 

management functionality.  

 

Performance management functionality 

improves strategic, tactical and 

operational business processes with 

powerful tools like: 

 Scorecards 

 Dashboards  

 Alert reporting 

 Publishing and delivery agents 

 
Capabilities 

 Reporting Tools Business Intelligence Suite 

Features  Features available with Standard Reports: 

 Cross-tab, drill-down, summary, OLAP 

reports 

 Charts (Pie, Line, Bar) 

 Increased Productivity with Report 

Creation Wizard 

 Comprehensive Format Capability and 

Design 

 Data Connectivity 

BI users can create their own custom 

reports with: 

 Cross-tab, drill down, summary, 

OLAP, Top N, Bottom N 

 Charts (Pie, Scatter, Bubble) with 

no need for extensive IT 

consulting  

 Increased productivity report 

creation wizard 

 Comprehensive Format Capability 

and Design 

 Data connectivity integrated 

within BI Tool 
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Architecture 
 Reporting Tools Business Intelligence Suite 

Platform Most of the report writers consists of 

following components and services 

 Data services for comprehensive and 

flexible data extraction  

 Services for report processing, publishing, 

and security  

 Web and application components for 

customized report integration with 

portals and Enterprise Applications & 

tools 

 User interaction tier for end-user report 

viewing and interactivity 

The BI suite state-of-the-art enterprise 

platform seamlessly deliver information 

across your organization, provides 

organization with  : 

 Interoperability and compatibility with 

enterprise application and tools 

 Scalable to meet your growing demands 

 Secure, compatible with user 

authentication directory systems like 

LDAP and Active directory 

 Publishing tool for flexible reporting 

 All reporting infrastructure through a 

single Zero foot print browser interface 

and no desktop installation 

Deploy Reports Most reporting tools need plug-in on each 

desktop or specific installation. 

Most BI tools have a unified architecture 

with a zero foot print browser interface. 

This reduces deployment time, effort, 

licensing fees,  and management issues 

Publish Reports End users can utilize the reports and 

publishing features in the application or use 

the resources of consultants or IT team 

members to customize the reporting and 

publication capabilities.  

BI tools allow users to design their own 

report, publish it, and schedule it for 

delivery with features like publishing and 

delivery agent 

View Reports Reporting tools allow users to view reports 

in limited formats and configuration, and 

with some export options. 

Users have anytime, anywhere access 

through browser-based tools.  

Processes 

 Reporting tools Business Intelligence Suite 

Methodology 

 

There is no standardized methodology or 

documented logic within many of these tools 

so developers and IT staff must re-write 

reports from scratch. 

BI tools contain packaged business 

oriented reports for convenience, and 

allow users to create new reports or 

modify reports created by others or easily 

modify reports in the packaged report 

library. 

Deployment 

and 

Collaboration 

Users can integrate standard reports using 

SDKs (Java, .NET, COM) and via: 

 Java/ dot NET Reporting Component 

 Report scheduler 

 Report publisher 

 Webforms Viewer 

Export to XML, PDF, Microsoft Excel and e-

mail also available 

BI reports are designed within a zero 

footprint browser interface for viewing. 

Customized reports are delivered to 

business users through automated 

publishing via email, central server or 

portals in various formats like XML, HTML, 

PDF, JPEG, CSV with a simple, user-friendly 

built-in wizard 
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Management Benefits 

 Reporting tools Business Intelligence Suite 

Licensing 

Details 

Significant software licensing costs and 

extensive consulting contract and 

maintenance fees. 

Streamlined, one-time Business 

Intelligence suite licensing on hosted 

servers to improve accessibility and 

response time and processes with scalable 

support for future growth. 

Support Implementation and maintenance requires 

IT consultants and technical know-how with 

programming skills to develop reports and 

provide ongoing support for business users, 

business analysis and functional analysts. 

Business users can leverage the solution 

without IT programming skills and create 

reports and perform ad hoc analysis. 

Immediate leverage of the tools enables 

faster strategic and tactical decisions.  

Total Cost of 

Ownership 

Significant cost for custom report 

development, with support required from 

consultants or IT resources to retrieve and 

report on vital information.  

Low cost of acquisition, implementation, 

training and support results in decreased 

total cost of ownership. 

Time to Value 

and Return on 

Investment 

Management reports and ad hoc analysis is 

dependent on the availability of IT staff 

members and/or consultants, increasing the 

time for design and deployment of reports.  

BI customers realize immediate time to 

value and swift return on investment. 

 Improved user adoption, with less 

training and maintenance required 

 Self serve environment with 

empowered knowledge workers  

 No IT or expert assistance required 

 Uniform visibility into business 

operations for the entire enterprise 

 Easy root cause analyses to identify and 

resolve issues, improve revenue and 

take immediate corrective action where 

necessary. 
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Conclusion 

 
Increased pressure on business managers and enterprise users requires more sophisticated, more 

immediate analysis and response to the competition and to customer concerns. While classic 

reporting packages are used in many enterprises to report historical results, the new global 

enterprise must have access to current, accurate information in order to make the changes required 

to adapt to market conditions and ensure that strategic, tactical and operational goals are achieved. 

 

True Business Intelligence solutions go beyond reporting to provide dynamic, intuitive reports in a 

collaborative, personalized environment that can satisfy the needs of every team member and 

ensure that everyone in the enterprise is working with the same information. Confident decisions 

are achieved with concise, clear, up-to-date information and objective metrics and key performance 

indicators (KPIs). No enterprise can afford to guess at results.  

 

When considering the business intelligence solution that will meet the needs of the enterprise, one 

must go beyond reporting. The solution chosen by the enterprise will dictate the speed and accuracy 

of the market response and the confidence of the management team. The limitations of a classic 

reporting software package or a software module within a business application will constrain the 

enterprise and delay decisions.  

 

If the business user and the enterprise executive wish to understand results, it is imperative that 

they have the features and tools necessary to filter, sort and easily analyze information and to 

receive updates as often as necessary to effectively manage the business. Business Intelligence 

solutions can provide a stable, accessible, secured foundation that is comprised of data integrated 

from diverse sources.  

 

BI tools ensure that the enterprise can provide a unified, uniform view of results for presentation 

and reporting Most importantly, proprietary business intelligence solutions provide the information 

your users need to make critical decisions and take timely action to achieve success. 
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About ElegantJ BI 

 
ElegantJ BI Business Intelligence solutions are accessible and affordable for organizations of all sizes, 

across all industries, around the world! ElegantJ BI offers a single, unified, comprehensive product 

suite that provides a simple, easy environment in which every business user can achieve true 

business intelligence.  

 

ElegantJ BI provides a complete portfolio of business intelligence modules and features to help 

organizations consolidate and leverage streamlined, quality information and easily manage core 

strategies and improve performance management. Designed for diverse environments, ElegantJ BI 

solutions provide intuitive views and insight from a range of data sources, applications and third 

party systems. 

 

ElegantJ BI is founded on a comprehensive, innovative, leading edge BI platform, which unifies web-

based analytics, dynamic reporting and Business Intelligence for Performance Management, 

Operational BI and Data Management. 

 

ElegantJ BI clients compete in a wide range of industries and they have successfully deployed our 

business intelligence (BI) and corporate performance management (CPM) solutions to improve 

market presence, launch new products and services, develop, execute and monitor strategies and 

goals and objectives to improve the enterprise bottom line.  

 



      www.ElegantJBI.com     
Get competitive with ElegantJ BI, today…..
To learn more about leveraging ElegantJ BI Solutions for your business, please visit our website. 
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